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“A handbook of the Chinese Language”, written by James Summers, has done a 
detailed study on Chinese morphology. Summers classified the Chinese words into 
noun, pronoun, verb, numeral, adjective, adverb, preposition, conjunction, etc., 
mainly according to their distributions and meanings. And then, he divided the above 
parts of speech into smaller categories by distinguishing their syllable structures, 
words formation methods and etc. The sinologists before him, such as Francisco Varo, 
Joseph de Prémare, Joshua Marshman , Robert Morrison, Jean Pierre Abel Rémusat, 
Joseph Edkins and Schott, all influenced Summers on some level. However, the way 
which he used to classify is more elaborate and scientific, and his standard of 
classification is more consistent and appropriate, which shows a good sense of 
logicality. Moreover, there are some similarities between the classification of 
Summers and early linguists in China, including Ma Jianzhong, Yang Shuda, Li Jinxi, 
Gao Mingkai, Chen Chengze, Wang Li, Zhu Dexi, Lü Shuxiang and so on. Similarity, 
the book, “A handbook of the Chinese Language”, shows the outstanding 
achievements of the early sinologist on Chinese and Chinese culture in different levels, 
for instance, the describing of grammatical features, pragmatics and even the ways of 
expound. On one hand, it shows Summers had more developed ideas comparing to 
those of the scholars before him. On the other hand, it also has a great influence on 
the studies of the early linguists in China.  
There are four parts in this thesis. The first part is Chapter One, the Introduction. 
It tells the meaning, status, purpose and design of the research. The second part is 
Chapter Two, which is a brief introduction of James Summers and his work “A 
handbook of the Chinese Language”. The third part is the main part of this thesis, 
which contains Chapter Four to Chapter Eleven. This part shows the morphology of 
“A handbook of the Chinese Language”, and the comparison between this book and 
the earlier works before it, written by the western scholars, and between this book and 














adjectives, numerals, pronouns, verbs, adverbs and other parts of speech. The most 
important things in this part are the classification of the measure words, the grammar 
parts of the verbs and adjectives and the comparison of the classifying of nouns 
between James Summers and Li Jinxi. The last part is Chapter Eleven, which is the 
summary of this thesis. 
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Foley 在其所著的 Biblical Translation in Chinese and Greek: Verbal Aspect 







































的关注是相对较多的，虽然这些关注并不都是为了研究其著作本身。比如 J. K. 










































以及葡萄牙的 J.A. Goncalves 等。并且指出法国和德国汉学家的著作很值得汉
语学习者重视，包括我们熟知的儒莲（Stanislas Julien）、M.A.Basin,、Julius 
Klaproth以及萨默斯极为赞赏的肖特（Wilhelm Schott）、雷慕莎（Jean Pierre 
Abel Rémusat）等。前三者对中国文化和语言的认识虽然都很有见解，但并没有










言的探讨，比如他的 Tonic Dictionary of the Chinese Language of Canton 








（Francisco Varo）的《华语官话语法》（1703）、马若瑟（Joseph de Prémare）
的《汉语札记》（1728）、马士曼（Joshua Marshman）的《中国言法》（1814）、
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